ENG, Eng, or eng may refer to:

Eng (letter) or N or ŋ
E.N.G., a Canadian television drama
Empty net goal, scored against team whose goaltender has been assigned tasks elsewhere on the rink
Endoglin, a protein
Engineer
Engineering
England’s Chapman code
English language’s ISO 639 code
Electronic news-gathering
Electronystagmography, a medical test that can help diagnosis eye and balance problems
Ng or Eng, a surname
Velar nasal or eng, a phoneme
Eng, Tyrol, an exclave in Tyrol, Austria

PEOPLE WITH THE SURNAME

Esther Eng, Chinese–American filmmaker
Pulp magazines (often referred to as "the pulps") were inexpensive fiction magazines that were published from 1896 to the 1950s. The term pulp derives from the cheap wood pulp paper on which the magazines were printed. In contrast, magazines printed on higher-quality paper were called "glossies" or "slicks". The typical pulp magazine had 128 pages; it was 7 inches (18 cm) wide by 10 inches (25 cm) high, and 0.5 inches (1.3 cm) thick, with ragged, untrimmed edges. The Pulp Magazine trope as used in popular culture. This was a widespread source of affordable fiction in the first half of the 20th century. They were … Sadly, due to the cancellation of the magazine, the "Yellow Vulture" epic was left permanently unfinished at a Cliffhanger. Danger 5 is a modern TV pastiche of pulp magazine cliches set in WWII. On its website, it has an online pulp magazine edition. Its creators have directly stated their intent to pay tribute to pulp.